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 This is an interesting work with an important message about the abundance of NH...pi
hydrogen bonds. I like the "big data" approach used by the authors, but I have a couple of
comments that are perhaps worth addressing in the manuscript.

 

 There is no doubt that XH...pi hydrogen bonds exist in abundance in all kinds of molecular
crystals. Nevertheless, it will probably remain a debate topic whether shielding of a proton
or even appearance of J-coupling is necessary a result of an overall attractive interaction.
Alternatively, steric contraction (packing effects) could create a short but at the end
energetically unfavorable XH...pi contact (or energetically "neutral" contact), still leading
to H shielding and through-space J-couplings. Perhaps it is worth pointing out in the
manuscript that in the presented flow of logic NH...pi interactions do not have to be
attractive. The conclusions about the abundance of particular NH/pi spatial orientations
will be valid regardless. Which brings me to the second point of criticism, which is the
choice of 8 A as a cut-off for N...H distances. If one wants to focus on H-bonds in
particular and not on magnetic anisotropy effects in general, a more realistic cut-off of ca.
4 A would be desirable. I would guess that the presented data stretching all the way to 8
A contains only a small fraction of truly attractive interactions.

 

 It is worth noting that hydrogen bonds between NH groups and aromatic systems do not
have to directed towards the hydrogen bond center. Instead, as it occurs in H-bonds to
double and triple bonds, the NH group might be pointing towards one of the CC bonds. In
the center of an aromatic ring with large electron-withdrawing effects there might be even
a pi-hole (insufficient electron density), "repulsing" NH proton donor. I would guess that H-
bonds to CC bonds will be characterized by larger values of azimuthal angles and also



maybe be smaller effects on chemical shifts (because deshielding due to H-bonding will be
better compensated by the ring current effects, which are diminished at the border
between shielding and deshielding regions of the aromatics). Would it be possible to
comment on the possibility to distinguish between H-bonds to the center and to the side
of the aromatic ring?

 

Minor point:

Fig. 3 - the units of distances should be given in abscissa. Also it should be written
explicitly in the caption which distance is plotted (between which atoms?).
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